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Abstract 

The conflict problem is a very important problem in memory system. Previously the chinese remainder theorem is 
used as a prime memory system where we need to find d mod p. Chinese remainder theorem reconstructs an integer from its 
multiple remainders that is well-known and it is not robust because a small error in a remainder may cause a large error in the 
reconstruction. In this paper, a closed-form robust CRT is used in the memory system , instead of CRT as it is a version of 
CRT. Finally, we compare the performances of the traditional CRT, the robust CRT algorithms. The results demonstrate that 
the closed-form robust CRT has the best performance. 
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1. Introduction 

The main concept in parallel processing is the effective use of parallel memories . There are two kinds of 

conflict-free memory system approaches, one is skewing scheme approach , another is prime memory system 

approach. Budnik and Kuck observed that if the number of memory modules is a prime number p, then access to 

any linear slice of array (nxn) can be achieved without conflict if n is not divisible by p. Lawrie and Vora describe 

the prime memory system in detail, on which the ‘holes’ be needed for implementation. This means that it wastes 

one of p memory modules, or increases the complexity for filling those holes with other data. In the existing paper 

a the method is high speed multiple-bits division approach, which includes the approach for finding “d Mod p” 

by parallel “l -bits cycle adder” in one step or by serial “l-bits cycle adder” in steps 
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when p=2’ - 1, and similar approach when 
 
p=2’+1  without wasting any memory space 
 
and without computing the quotient. 
 
The Perfect Prime Memory System: 
 
In the perfect prime memory system PPMS 
 
u=d Mod m, i.e. U is equal to the right 1’ 
 
bits of d, it can be got without any computation and without wasting any memory space. i.e. the perfect prime 

memory system PPMS can be implemented 
 
by finding ‘d Mod p’ without any other 
 
computation and   without   wasting   any 
 
memory space. 
 
An example of PPMS is show in Table with 
 
p=3, m=8. 
 
 

0 16 8 
   

9 1 17 
   

18 10 2 
   

3 19 11 
   

12 4 20 
   

21 13 5 
   

6 22 14 
   

15 7 23 
   

 
 
2. Chinese Remainder Theorem 
 
Theorem: Suppose that m1, m2, ..., mr are pairwise relatively prime positive integers, and let 
 
1, a2, ..., ar be integers. Then the system of congruences, X = ai (mod mi) for 1 <= i <= 
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r, has a unique solution modulo M = m1 x m2 x ... x mr, which is given by: 
 
X= a1M1y1 + a2M2y2 + ... + arMryr (mod M), 

 
z where Mi = M/mi and yi =(Mi)-1 (mod mi) for 1 <= i <= r. 

 
 

CHINESE remainder theorem tells that a positive integer can be uniquely reconstructed from its 
remainders modulo positive integers, and furthermore it provides a simple reconstruction formula if all moduli are 
co-prime. CRT is, however, well known not robust, i.e., a small error from any remainder may cause a large 
reconstruction error. In order to resist remainder errors, two kinds of methods are used, i.e., remainder number 
redundancy methods and remainder redundancy methods. The first kind of methods are based on the fact that if we 
pick K>L co-prime integers m <m <……<mK and N> m m ……mL , then X can be uniquely recovered by any L of 
the K remainders and errors in the remaining K-L remainders may be corrected. The K remainders form a redundant 
representation of X . Note that the solution of X from this kind of methods is accurate but only a few of the 
remainders are allowed to have errors and most of the remainders have to be error-free. In the classical CRT, the 
greatest common divisor (GCD) of any pair mi and mj for i≠j  is 1. In the second kind of methods, the GCD is 
assumed to be M . This kind of methods are that if all the moduli have a common GCD M>1, then the solution of X 
is robust to the remainder error,If L>LCM{m ,m ….mr} and the remainder error level is less than M/4 . In these 
methods, the redundancy exists in each remainder value. 
 

 
3. Robust Chinese Remainder Theorem 
 

Chinese remainder theorem tells that a positive integer can be uniquely reconstructed form its remainder 
modulo r positive integers m1,m2,--------,mr if r<lcm{m1,m2,-------mr} where lcm stands for least common multiple 
and further more it provides a simple reconstruction formulae if all moduli mi are coprimes. 
 

CRT is not robust because the small error from any remainder may cause a large reconstruction error. In 
this method the redundancy exists in each remainder value R1=X mod mi. So these kind of method may not be 
accurate. In the robust CRT which is recently proposed , where instead of Ri we take Ri-R1 ,2 <= i <=r are used to 
determine the integer X. This increase the robustness in the CRT which is not used in the CRT . This robustness 
decrease the conflicts in the memory. 
 
In the CRT the precision errors ei=0 because CRT concerns only integers and there are no fractions. 
 

For each I with 1≤i≤L modulo 
 
Mi =MTi and remainder ri have a common factor Ti and thus integer n also has factor Ti. 
 

Since a remainder is known as priori to have a factor Ti , its erroneous version ř has a factor Ti too 
 

i.e. ř=ķ'i.Ti  
 

ři-ri=ei.Ti 
 

|ei|≤T 
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i.e |k'i-ki|≤T 
 

Then 1≤i≤L  n=niMi+k`i.Ti+ei.T1  
 

Since n=n T T …….Tɩ for some integer number. Then we have n=n T T …….Tɩ for some non negative 
integer number. If n <M and M >2T(T +Tɩ) then I, 1≤i≤L can be uniquely determined from ki,Ti and M. 

 

4. Performance 
 

The major difference between robust CRT and the traditional CRT I is that in robust CRT, the differences 
of two remainders are used, while in the traditional CRT, the remainders are directly used. Due to the existence of 
the GCD between all the moduli , the use of remainder differences provides the robustness of the reconstruction. 
This reduces the error in the remainder construction.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The closed-form robust CRT that can robustly reconstruct an integer from its smaller erroneous remainders modulo 
several moduli. The robustness is built upon the assumption of the existence of the GCD between all the moduli. It 
has a closed-from and much less computational complexity. The complexity reduction becomes even more 
significant when the parameters get larger that the remainder . the error resistance performance can be significantly 
improved by performing the reference remainder selection 
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